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KUALA LUMPUR: Companies that make top brands
including Kit Kat chocolate and Dove soap may face
fines if they fail to buy more green palm oil under new
rules aimed at improving the controversial industry’s
environmental sustainability. Green groups cautiously
welcomed the move from the Roundtable on Sustainable
Palm Oil (RSPO), a watchdog that sets environmentally-
friendly standards and brings together a wide range of
industry players, but were sceptical the rules would be
strictly enforced.

The world’s most widely used vegetable oil is found in
everything from biscuits to make-up, but has long drawn
the ire of environmentalists who blame it for fuelling
widespread deforestation. Swathes of jungle, particularly
in the world’s top producers Indonesia and Malaysia,
continue to be cleared as plantations expand aggressive-
ly, laying waste to the habitats of a kaleidoscope of rare
animals, including endangered orangutans and Borneo
pygmy elephants.

Consumer pressure has increased in the West as
activists mount strident campaigns denouncing the
destructive industry, leading some companies to cut back
on the commodity or stop using it entirely. Public disgust
was underlined last year when millions viewed a

Christmas advert from British supermarket chain Iceland,
which has stopped using palm oil in its own-brand prod-
ucts, featuring a cartoon orangutan telling a little girl its
jungle home had been destroyed.

Iceland’s managing director had previously criticized
the “agonizingly slow” progress in sustainable palm oil
production. The RSPO was established in 2004 to pro-
mote green palm oil, and developed criteria for growers
who want their product certified as “sustainable”. These
include a ban on logging virgin forests for plantations
and reducing use of fires - which sometimes burn out of
control and spew toxic haze into the air - to clear land,
but activists regularly criticize the body for failing to
enforce its rules.

Green credentials 
Joining the Kuala Lumpur-headquartered body is vol-

untary and it has attracted over 4,000 members, including
growers, consumer goods giants and traders. Nineteen
percent of palm oil globally is now RSPO-certified. Major
companies value membership as it boosts their green cre-
dentials and losing it can bring a flood of negative publici-
ty. When Kit Kat maker Nestle was thrown out last year
for breaching the rules, they regained their membership

within weeks after scrambling to meet requirements.
Critics however say progress towards making the

industry more environmentally friendly has been ham-
pered as major firms such as Nestle and Unilever, which
owns Dove, are not purchasing enough of the more
expensive sustainable oil, discouraging farmers from
growing it. In a bid to force them into action, the watch-
dog will require companies to increase their purchases of
sustainable palm oil by 15 percent every year or potential-
ly face fines or suspension from the body.

“The production of RSPO-certified palm oil has for
years been well ahead of the demand for sustainable palm
oil,” Carl Bek-Nielsen, chief executive director of
Malaysia-based palm oil grower United Plantations said.
“However, there is now hope for change.” But environ-
mentalists voiced doubts over whether companies would
accurately report how much sustainable oil they were
buying and noted that details on fines and enforcement
had not yet been made public. “I am hopeful - but I am not
that positive,” said Annisa Rahmawati, a Greenpeace
forests campaigner. 

‘Keep to the rules’ 
The RSPO’s board of governors recently endorsed the

measures and is encouraging members to start working
towards them next year, but precise details of sanctions
are still being worked out. Nestle, whose products also
include Smarties and Quality Street chocolates, said it was
committed to having 100 percent of its palm oil certified
by the green body by 2023.

Critics say the Swiss food giant has a long way to go.
Last year Nestle’s sustainable palm oil use reached 56
percent in Europe but in China, where there is less con-
sumer pressure, the figure was zero, according to data the
company provided to the RSPO. Anglo-Dutch giant
Unilever, which also makes Ben and Jerry’s ice cream, wel-
comed the watchdog’s new rules. “Our ambition is to make
sustainable palm oil commonplace,” the company said.

But some said the watchdog should in the first
instance ensure growers were complying with basic
standards that ensure palm oil is sustainable. “There is
little point in all these companies buying more certified
palm oil, if the companies producing it are not keeping to
the rules,” a spokeswoman for the Environmental
Investigation Agency, which has produced reports criti-
cal of the green body said. The RSPO has rebuffed
claims in the EIA’s reports, and insists it is still the best
system to tackle issues in the industry. —AFP 

The green palm oil push 

Kit Kat, Dove makers could face fines

Audi to slash 
9,500 jobs
in Germany 
FRANKFURT AM MAIN: German lux-
ury carmaker Audi said Tuesday it planned
to slash 9,500 jobs in Germany by 2025
as part of a massive overhaul to help
finance a costly switch to electric vehicles.
The job cuts will be achieved through an
early retirement program and natural
turnover at its two German plants, the
company said in a statement. At the same
time, the Volkswagen subsidiary said it
would create 2,000 new jobs in the areas
of electromobility and digitization as it
pivots to the smarter, cleaner cars of
tomorrow. 

The shake-up comes as Audi, like other
carmakers, grapples with slowing demand
in a weaker global economy, tougher pol-
lution rules and the huge investments
needed for the battery-powered era. “In
times of upheaval, we are making Audi

more agile and more efficient,” said CEO
Bram Schot. “This will increase productiv-
ity and sustainably strengthen the com-
petitiveness of our German plants.”

The remaining roughly 50,000 workers
at Audi’s Ingolstadt and Neckarsulm fac-
tories will have job security until the end
of 2029 under the hard-fought deal struck
with labor representatives. “We have
reached an important milestone,” said
Peter Mosch, head of Audi’s works coun-
cil. “The extension of the employment
guarantee is a great success in difficult
times.” Audi said the reorganization would
help boost earnings by six billion euros
($6.6 billion) by 2029, keeping the premi-
um brand on track to reach a profit margin
of nine to 11 percent.

New CEO 
The jobs cull comes after Audi was hit

by falling sales, revenues and operating
profits over the first nine months of 2019.
But the company is far from alone in feel-
ing the pain from an industry in the throes
of transformation and buffeted by the
knock-on effects from US-China trade
tensions and Brexit uncertainty. German
car parts suppliers Bosch and Continental

have themselves announced thousands of
job cuts to slash costs, while Mercedes-
Benz maker Daimler is reportedly planning
to axe 1,100 managerial roles. 

Hoping to turn the tide at Audi, the
Volkswagen group earlier this month said
it had picked former BMW purchasing
chief Markus Duesmann to replace Schot
as the brand’s chief executive from April.
Under Schot, Audi suffered more than
other German manufacturers from the
introduction last year of strict new emis-
sions testing standards in the European
Union, which led to expensive production
bottlenecks.

And like its rivals, Audi is spending bil-
lions on new technologies, including bat-
tery-electric and hybrid vehicles, connec-
tivity and autonomous driving. But the firm
last year also had to pay an 800-million-
euro fine over its role in the “dieselgate”
scandal. The saga erupted in 2015 when the
Volkswagen group admitted to installing
cheating devices in 11 million diesel cars
worldwide to dupe regulatory emissions
tests. Audi’s engineers are suspected of
having helped developed the software used
to make cars emit less pollutants under lab
testing conditions than on the road. — AFP 

Tesla and Ford
trade challenges
in macho 
truck world
SAN FRANCISCO: Tesla and Ford were in a
virtual stare-down on Tuesday in the macho
truck world, each claiming their electric pick-
up was strongest. Dueling tough talk was
exchanged on Twitter after Tesla chief execu-
tive Elon Musk posted a video of a freshly-
unveiled “Cybertruck” trouncing a Ford F-150
in a tug-of-war. The video had logged nearly
13 million views at Twitter as of early Tuesday
in California, and been “retweeted” more than
110,000 times.

In the clip, a wedge-shaped Cybertruck
drags an F-150 uphill, with smoke coming from
the Ford’s rear wheels as it tries to go downhill.
“Better than a Ford F-150, faster than a
Porsche 911,” Musk claimed in an earlier tweet.
Ford Motor Company vice president Sunny
Madra issued a challenge to Musk in response

to the video, “Hey @Elon, send us a
Cybertruck and we will do the apples to
apples test for you,” Madra tweeted. “Bring it
on,” Musk fired back.

Musk’s boasts ignited online debate, with
Ford defenders arguing the F-150 was at a dis-
advantage for reasons that included lacking a
load to enhance rear-wheel drive traction and
that the Cybertruck may have gotten a head-
start. Tesla’s new electric pickup truck has
secured almost 150,000 orders, Musk said on
Twitter just two days after its big reveal went
embarrassingly wrong. The billionaire Tesla
co-founder floundered on stage in California
last week when the vehicle’s armored glass
windows cracked in a demonstration intended
to prove their indestructible design.

The industrial-looking Cybertruck is covered
in the same steel alloy Musk plans to use for his
SpaceX Starship rocket and will be able to go
from 0 to 100 kilometers per hour in about three
seconds, the Tesla chief executive claimed in his
presentation. He said the entry-level model will
have a starting price of $39,900 and a 400-kilo-
meter range, while a deluxe option will be able
to travel twice the distance and will sell for
$69,900. No date has been given for its release,
but analysts said it would not be ready before
the end of 2021 at the earliest. — AFP 


